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I appreciate the opportunity to be here with you today to share my perspective on agency
merger retrospectives. There is a natural connection between effective merger enforcement and
retrospectives. Antitrust enforcers often face significant challenges in predicting the likely
competitive effects of deals. And the aim of most merger retrospectives is to determine how a
transaction impacted prices in the relevant market. By analyzing past enforcement decisions,
retrospective studies can provide enforcers with valuable information that can be used to
improve agency analysis and decision-making.
Yet, despite their potential value, few competition agencies place a priority on
performing retrospective studies. This apparent reluctance is understandable. Retrospectives are
hard to do, especially to do them well. They are resource intensive. Obtaining the necessary
data is challenging, and designing a study that yields objective and meaningful information can
be exceedingly difficult. Even the best of efforts do not eliminate the risk of skewed,
incomplete, or inconclusive results.
While I recognize that these are all legitimate challenges, I believe targeted, welldesigned retrospectives can play an important role in guiding agency enforcement priorities and
decisions. This afternoon, I would like to highlight some of the Federal Trade Commission’s
most significant retrospective studies and the important contributions they have made to the
agency’s enforcement and policy efforts. With that experience in mind, I will then offer some

thoughts about the types of studies that might be most useful for enforcers and possible areas of
future research for the Commission.
I.

Merger Retrospectives at the FTC
The FTC has long been at the forefront of merger retrospective analysis. With a tradition

of research and policy work that dates back to its founding, and the ability to access needed
information, the agency is well-positioned to undertake these kinds of studies.
FTC retrospective efforts began in the early 1980s and accelerated over the last 20 years,
as the appreciation for their value, the ability to process data, and the agency’s understanding of
how to perform them increased. Over that time, the scope and volume of FTC staff’s
retrospective work has far exceeded that of any other group of researchers and constitute much
of the publicly-available evidence in this area. I want to focus on a few of these studies.
A.

FTC Hospital Merger Retrospectives

Let me start with what is perhaps the most prominent of the FTC’s retrospective efforts to
date: the hospital retrospective project. As most of you know, the project played a crucial role
in reinvigorating the agency’s hospital merger enforcement efforts after a string of losses.
During the 1980s and early 1990s, the FTC and Department of Justice successfully
challenged a number of hospital mergers,1 with courts receptive to the agencies’ arguments that
these mergers were harmful to consumers. Later, relying on a number of questionable arguments
by defendants, several courts ruled that mergers even in very highly concentrated hospital
markets could go forward over the agencies’ objections. A majority of these courts rejected the
agencies’ proposed geographic markets on the ground that a sufficient number of patients would
respond to a price increase by traveling to other hospitals, sometimes over 100 miles away. This
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provided a basis for the conclusion that a price increase by the merged firms would be
unprofitable.2
In these cases, parties generally relied on the Elzinga-Hogarty test to define the
geographic market based on patient inflow and outflow data. Where there was a showing that
some patients traveled long distances for care, the presumption was that many others would do
the same in response to a SSNIP.3 But the model overlooked that many of the consumers who
traveled outside the market did so for services that were not available locally. The model also
ignored that patients generally do not pay directly for health care services and have little
incentive to switch in the face of a price increase.4
Other courts credited the parties’ arguments that their non-profit status and claimed
commitment to the community meant that they were not going to exploit any market power
resulting from the transactions.5
In 2002, the FTC decided to examine the hospital merger program and test whether its
market assumptions were correct. The Bureaus of Economics and Competition undertook a
retrospective study of the effects on price and quality of care resulting from a handful of
consummated hospital mergers. To supplement the publicly available data and ensure the most
accurate results, the FTC used its Section 6(b) authority to collect data from both hospitals and
insurance companies to help the agency better understand pricing and negotiations with managed
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care organizations both before and after the mergers. The FTC also convened a series of
workshops focusing on health care markets jointly with the Department of Justice.6
BE’s empirical studies resulted in four published retrospectives and showed that the
methodology relied on by courts was flawed and failed to identify anticompetitive mergers. The
studies compared the price changes of the merged entity with those of control entities over the
same time frame and showed that these hospital mergers—including ones involving nonprofits—tended to have anticompetitive effects, among them substantially higher prices.7 They
also demonstrated that hospital competition tends to be highly localized, with price effects even
when a merger occurred in a city with many other hospitals.8 The analysis also showed that,
contrary to defendants’ claims, quality of care does not necessarily improve with consolidation.9
In short, the studies provided strong evidence that the agencies had been right to challenge those
hospital deals.
Armed with this evidence, as well as the findings from the workshops, the Commission
revamped its approach to litigating hospital cases. To show competitive harm, the FTC now
emphasizes how a merger can leave an insurer—the direct payer for hospital services—with few
alternatives to include in its network, increase the bargaining leverage of the combined hospital,
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and lead to higher prices.10 We also rely on FTC staff’s published retrospectives to support our
predictions of price effects.11
Beginning with the Evanston case in 2007, this new approach sparked a winning streak
that now includes three successfully-litigated merger challenges12 and a growing tally of hospital
deals abandoned after the FTC threatened a challenge.13 In light of the staggering costs of health
care and strong evidence that hospital consolidation can lead to higher prices without
corresponding quality improvements,14 there can be little doubt that the FTC’s recent successes
blocking anticompetitive hospital mergers have provided significant benefits to consumers.
B.

Divestiture Study

The next retrospective I want to highlight is the Bureau of Competition’s study of the
Commission’s divestiture process.15 Most merger retrospectives look back at past enforcement
decisions to test the accuracy of price predictions and market assumptions. But during the
1990s, the FTC used the same type of intensive historical review to examine the effectiveness of
merger remedies, particularly divestitures. Because most merger challenges result in consent
decrees rather than a blocked deal, remedies are a fundamental tool of merger enforcement.16
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Relying on a large number of interviews with buyers of divested assets as well as merged
parties, the study evaluated the effectiveness of fifty Commission-ordered divestitures between
1990 and 1994. It also sought to determine why certain divestitures had “failed to achieve” their
remedial objectives.17
Although the analysis found that three-quarters of FTC-ordered remedies produced the
desired outcomes, it uncovered problems with the remainder.18 The agency learned that many
buyers of divested assets lacked the information they needed to operate the acquired business;
that sellers tended to look for weak buyers or sometimes tried to undermine the buyer’s success;
and that divestitures limited to select assets rather than a standalone business unit often failed to
produce the intended results.19
Drawing on this knowledge, the FTC adopted a number of changes to its divestiture
policies. Identifying upfront buyers capable of restoring competition is now a central part of our
assessment of a proposed divestiture package. When necessary, we also require the seller to
facilitate the transfer of technology and knowledgeable staff to the buyer in addition to physical
assets. We sometimes turn to interim trustees to oversee the process, especially when the order
requires ongoing ties between the buyer and seller. And finally, where possible, we favor
divestitures of full, freestanding business units.
Nowhere are these improvements more evident than in our pharmaceutical divestitures.
Prior to the study, FTC pharmaceutical orders were bare bones, typically requiring only the
divestiture of the relevant IP to a buyer of the seller’s choosing.20 The FTC has replaced those
modest orders with more robust requirements, including supply agreements and technical
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assistance21—requirements that our informal follow-up studies have shown overwhelmingly
achieved our intended results.
C.

Other Retrospective Studies

Although the hospital merger and divestiture studies are probably the most well-known
FTC retrospectives, agency staff has conducted many other studies that have also made
important contributions to the FTC’s competition mission. I will briefly mention three of them.
First, a recent BE study analyzed the price effects of horizontal mergers in the grocery
industry.22 It looked at fourteen markets affected by mergers in 2007 and 2008: eight highly
concentrated markets and six less concentrated ones. By comparing markets affected by mergers
to a control group, the study found price increases in half of the highly concentrated markets, and
price decreases in five markets, only one of which was highly concentrated. These results
support a basic tenet of antitrust law—that mergers in unconcentrated markets are rarely
problematic, but those in concentrated markets, even those with relatively low entry barriers, are
often anticompetitive. It also showed a correlation between mergers and lower prices in less
concentrated markets, but not in more concentrated ones. These conclusions support a
commonly-used agency screen, market concentration, as an effective tool to quickly identify
potentially problematic mergers and those that are likely to benefit consumers.
The next retrospective project I want to mention is a series of five studies examining the
effect of seven consummated petroleum industry mergers on retail gas prices.23 All show that
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the FTC’s decisions not to challenge those deals were on the mark.24 Given the scrutiny
accorded petroleum industry mergers, these studies give assurance that our analysis of the
industry has been sound.
The last study I will discuss is an analysis of the predictive accuracy of a particular
merger simulation model.25 By looking at two consummated mergers that appeared to be wellsuited for the model, the study compared the model’s predicted results with actual price effects.
While some of the simulations accurately predicted the mergers’ actual effects, overall they
overstated the price effects in one case and understated them in another. The study also tested
certain of the model’s assumptions to see if those assumptions accounted for the differences
between the observed and predicted prices. The results of the analysis are consistent with two
other studies, performed outside of the FTC, which also looked at the accuracy of merger
simulation models. Both concluded that the merger simulations did not accurately predict the
actual price effects.
These studies show that simulations can help measure how pricing incentives change as a
result of a merger, but also demonstrate that price predictions are very sensitive to the assumed
demand model. Accordingly, while merger simulations are a useful exercise, one has to be
careful not to overstate the import of particular predictions, especially when they are inconsistent

Shamrock Transaction (Fed. Trade Comm’n Bureau of Economics, Working Paper No. 278, 2005), available at
http://www.ftc.gov/be/workpapers/wp278.pdf; Christopher T. Taylor et al., Vertical Relationships and Competition
in Retail Gasoline Markets: Comment (Fed. Trade Comm’n Bureau of Economics, Working Paper No. 291, 2007),
available at http://www.ftc.gov/be/workpapers/wp291.pdf; Louis Silva & Christopher Taylor, Petroleum Mergers
and Competition in the Northeast United States 32 (Fed. Trade Comm’n Bureau of Economics, Working Paper
No. 300, 2010), available at http://www.ftc.gov/be/workpapers/wp300.pdf; Daniel Hosken et al., Does
Concentration Matter? Measurement of Petroleum Merger Price Effects, 101 AM. ECON. REV. 45 (2011).
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Taylor, supra, at 32.
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with the weight of other evidence. At the FTC, this research has led to a greater appreciation for
the proper role and limitations of merger simulations.
II.

Lessons from Prior Studies
So what does this look back at the FTC’s retrospectives teach us? I draw several lessons.
First, given resource constraints, it is crucial to focus on areas that are agency priorities or

have broad applicability because they test frequently-used tools or modes of analysis. The
FTC’s hospital and petroleum retrospectives are good examples. Performing multiple studies
centered on a single industry or market that is a key area of enforcement can help yield more
robust results. It permits a deeper examination of the way mergers affect particular markets,
controlling for cross-industry differences that might otherwise be lost in broader and more
general retrospectives. It can also provide insights into how a specific market or industry is
evolving that can be used to direct future areas of study or enforcement.
Second, it is also worthwhile to conduct more focused, discrete research like the
divestiture and merger simulation studies to examine frequently-used tools that an agency uses.
Such studies can provide important information that can help guide an agency’s use of these
tools going forward.
Third, it is important for an agency to focus on retrospectives that it is uniquely capable
of undertaking. In many cases, a competition agency may be the only one that has, or can
readily obtain, the information necessary for a study. That may be because the agency has
special authority to compel the production of information for research purposes, the way we do
at the FTC under Section 6(b) of the FTC Act, or because the agency has critical information
generated or collected in connection with the underlying merger investigation. This helps ensure
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that an agency takes full advantage of its unique capabilities and avoids duplicating the efforts of
other researchers.
Fourth, retrospectives need not be heavily quantitative to produce useful results. As the
Divestiture Study shows, qualitative research can also provide valuable information.
Finally, it is important that studies, where possible, also assess a merger’s non-price
effects, including its impact on quality, consumer choice, and innovation. The 2010 Merger
Guidelines emphasize the important role of non-price effects,26 and it is incumbent on us to
refine the way we evaluate these potential impacts. But the typical retrospective analysis focuses
exclusively on price and gives little consideration to non-price effects.27 Where possible, we
need to explore ways to capture these effects in order to assess the full impact of a transaction.
Prior FTC research examining non-price effects have proven quite valuable.
In the hospital context, for example, parties often contend that improved quality will
offset any harm from a transaction.28 Although quality claims must be considered carefully,
especially in the health care arena, the FTC’s past research suggests that these kinds of claims
should not necessarily be credited.29 But it is clear that the agency could benefit from more work
in this area.
III.

Future Retrospective Efforts
With these lessons in mind, I want to lay out some ideas for possible areas of

retrospective study at the FTC.
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Let me start with possible research in the health care arena. Health care remains a top
agency priority, and provider concentration continues to be identified as a key driver of rising
health care costs. In addition to further developing analytical approaches for evaluating price
and clinical quality effects of horizontal combinations, I believe there would be great value in
examining more closely the effects of combinations that have a significant vertical element. For
example, in recent years, we have seen hospitals acquire large numbers of physician practices.
We know these acquisitions often result in reduced competition among physicians in overlapping
practice areas, but the impact of integration among physicians in different specialties is less
clear. Research on the costs and benefits of this type of integration could prove beneficial for
our evaluations of these types of transactions.
We also hear growing concerns that provider consolidation in non-overlapping product or
geographic markets may lead to higher prices. Examples of these combinations might include
center city hospitals acquiring smaller hospitals in outlying areas or a general acute care hospital
acquiring a children’s hospital. Certain preliminary economic evidence suggests that harm from
this type of integration, ordinarily not what we would challenge, could be real and substantial.30
Additional theoretical and empirical research exploring the effects of such combinations, and
their causes, would help inform our enforcement agenda going forward.
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Another worthwhile project would be to look at whether some of the predictions about
market structure we often rely on to close an investigation actually come to pass. For example, it
would be beneficial to study investigations that have been closed based on likely or imminent
entry. There is some evidence that, even in product markets with relatively easy entry, higher
post-merger prices have not triggered entry or expansion.31 The results of an entry study could
help us understand if we are relying too heavily on the threat or likelihood of price-induced entry
to save the day.
It may also be time for a follow-up to the FTC’s Divestiture Study. By looking at recent
consents, a new divestiture study would provide insight into whether the reforms adopted
following the prior study have adequately addressed the shortcomings that were identified and
whether any new issues have arisen in the last 15 years. It would also allow us to ascertain
whether divestitures have been effective in maintaining competition in the affected markets at
premerger levels. If such an inquiry were to reveal that certain kinds of divestitures do not work
in certain markets—and a recent survey of retrospectives suggests that might be the case32—we
would have to rethink our calculus in deciding whether to litigate and how to approach remedy
negotiations.
Finally, in addition to our own research, I believe we need to do more to encourage
retrospective scholarship outside of the agency. A number of scholars (some of whom are here
today) have made very valuable contributions to merger policy.33 But their efforts have
sometimes been hampered by a lack of information about how we as enforcers make our
31
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decisions.34 We do our best to explain our reasoning in Commission statements, especially in
difficult cases, but there is always room for improvement. I will look for ways to maximize the
information offered in closing statements and elsewhere to help economists evaluate our
predictions and determine whether they have been sound.
IV.

Conclusion
Let me close by saying that I view retrospectives as an important complement to

Commission enforcement efforts. I will be on the watch for more opportunities to conduct new
retrospective studies, mindful of resource constraints, other research priorities, and the need to
focus on retrospectives that are likely to bring the most value to the agency’s enforcement
mission.
I also encourage other antitrust enforcers to follow the FTC’s lead. Given the
convergence we have seen in competition laws in recent years, studies performed in one
jurisdiction are now more likely than ever to be relevant in other jurisdictions and can enhance
enforcement efforts worldwide for the benefit of consumers.
Thank you.
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